
Your team’s live workspace
for design review.




























































 





































  



 




















































 





 






 





 






 





 





 



 




  


   
       
       


    
   
    

Third column slope
has different footing
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Richard Townsend

Max Green

Select all

Unique Colors

Add contributors

Filter contributors

Markups

Mark up drawings and documents in the same live project 

workspace as the rest of your team. Discuss changes and 

close out issues pinned to every drawing revision.

Drawboard Projects is the easiest way to
coordinate design reviews.

Collaboration by default, not as an add-on

If your tools treat collaboration as an afterthought, so will your team. 

Bullclip ensures that your team are literally on the same page when 

they review designs. ‘Always-on’ collaboration is the new default.

Ease of pen and paper, power of a desktop

Using Drawboard Projects, your team gets the best digital inking 

experience using Surface Pen and Apple Pencil, but also the power of 

a desktop in any modern web browser. It’s about making communi-

cation easy for everyone, no matter what technology they have on 

hand.

TRUSTED BY DESIGN TEAMS WORLDWIDE

Eliminate paper and over-complicated tools

Complete design reviews faster

Prevent rework and miscommunication

Discussion Issues

All changes are sent and received in real-time.



Request a free trial: drawboard.com/projects     Contact us at sales@drawboard.com

Keep all design communication in one place

Within your team

Iterate quickly with centralized

and versioned feedback.

Between offices

Coordinate across multiple offices

and see markups as they are added.

Across all stakeholders

See all third-party feedback on one 

drawing canvas. No need to

consolidate feedback.

Live markup on any device
Review in real-time in any web browser and on 

iPad, iPhone and Windows 10.

Issue management
Create assignable issues within the context of a 

drawing to track feedback.

Markup layers
Toggle draft, public and contributor layers on the 

canvas to filter design feedback.

On-drawing discussion
Discuss markups, work in progress and notify 

your teammates on every drawing.

More efficient quality control
Overlay drawings and revisions on top of each 

other to compare details and markups.

Easy file management
Tag all drawings and documents for easy search 

and scan title blocks on upload.

Integrate with your current systems
Work with files from BIM360 Docs, Procore, 

Oracle, Dropbox, Google Drive and more.

Guest access
Invite external partners to contribute feedback 

with temporary access.


